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I. ABSTRACT

To analyze the feasibility of Spiderman’s web-slinging loco-
motion down city streets, we constructed and analyzed a New-
tonian model of Spiderman that incorporated air resistance. We
examined paths that Spiderman could take without gaining or
losing energy to understand the sustainability of his motion
over time. While paths that preserve his final velocity without
making him lose potential energy do exist, these paths force
him to direct more of his velocity outward and less forward.
As a result, Spiderman cannot continue swinging indefinitely
down a city street, although he can efficiently travel from place
to place if his motion is interrupted by swings on other objects,
like overhanging cranes or corners in the street.

II. INTRODUCTION

A. Significance of Study
Our analysis of Spiderman’s city-traversing motion com-

bined the popular topic of Spiderman and the not-so-popular
topic of optimization to create a comprehensive study on how
a seemingly simple system can prove to be very difficult
to optimize. Additionally, our model has shown us that in
order to reach the stable high efficiency and speed seen in
the Spiderman comics and movies, Spiderman himself must
be very familiar with the physics involved; our model has
many parameters and many conditions which have narrow
value ranges that result in the motion required to traverse a
city as quickly as he has been shown able to.

B. Why this Model?
We used the model of a pre-stretched extensible pendulum

as Spiderman needs a more significant way to gain energy on
each swing than would be supplied by just pulling himself up a
small amount (as in a swing). Without such an energy input to
the system, energy losses to drag would be too significant.
Without this model, it would be impossible to reasonably
replicate the known results of the system. In addition to its
practical justification, the model we chose contains enough
variables for it to be a challenging and intriguing optimization
problem, not to mention more realistic.

C. Objectives and Reasoning
Our objectives were to model Spiderman’s motion down a

city street of fixed width and sufficient length and determine
how possible Spiderman’s motion is, as well as to provide

suggestions to Spiderman on how to improve his swinging. The
model itself is a series of spring pendulums, being formed by
Spiderman choosing a target point on a building and shooting a
web to that point, releasing the previous web as soon as contact
is made by the new one. To determine if Spiderman could
maintain stable motion, we probed the system for equilibrium
paths that Spiderman could take such that after he finished a
single swing, he would find himself moving with the same
velocity he had before at the same height. These conditions
proved to be rather difficult to find, so phase planes were used
to find the best combinations of parameters, and these best
combinations were graphed as energy v. time so illustrate the
path.

D. Experimental Design
This combination of differential equations and many pa-

rameters required use of high-power computing tools, so we
implemented our model in the Python programming language
using Numpy and Scipy. These enabled us to perform many
intense calculations and create a meaningful optimization. Our
mathematical model itself was based in Newtonian mechanics
and was a differential equation that described the motion
of Spiderman using the pendulum center as our origin of
coordinates.
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m
v2v̂ if r <= d (2)

where c is spiderman’s drag constant in air, calculated using
his terminal velocity. To understand the complex behavior
of this deveptively simple set of equations, we had to run
many simulations scross varying spring constants, equilibrium
lengths, initial radii, and initial velocity.

III. METHODS

A. Setting up the Model
Movie clips gave us reasonable estimates as to the width

of the street, the mass of Spiderman, the thickness of the
web, and maximum velocity of Spiderman. The model was
then implemented to run simulations of spiderman with an
arbitrary initial velocity, initial position, and equilibrium length
of the web. To calculate the spring constant (stiffness), we
found a table charaterizing spider webs, calculated the Young’s
Modulus of an average web, and used a breaking strength
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well-able to support Spiderman’s load. This resulted in a 2mm
diameter web, which has a spring constant of 125kN divided
by the equilibrium length of the spring (Agnarsson, 2010).

The model was analyzed by looking for equilibrium paths
in Spiderman’s motion: that is, paths that leave Spiderman
with the same potential and kinetic energy after a single swing
that before. Many simulations of Spiderman’s motion were
run, where the simulation was exited when the sum of his
kinetic and potential energy fell back down to where it had
been before he began his swing. This condition was chosen
because it is necessarily met in every simulation because total
energy decreases monotonically, and every equilibrium path
does meet this condition.

B. Using the Model
We then generated phase plots of Spiderman’s potential

energy at the exit as we swept the distance away from
Spiderman that his web was shot and the hieght above him
that he shot it. Any true equilibrium point would involve no
change in the potential energy from beginning to end, and by
analyzing the phase plots we could find equilibrium points in
the system.

Next, we generated phase plots of the same parameter
sweeps analyzing the forward component of the velocity at the
end. This allowed us to see how much of Spiderman’s initial
velocity was being transformed into sideways velocity that
would increase the amplitude of his side-to-side oscillation.

Finally, we generated phase plots across multiple sets of
parameters and looked at representative paths from our phase
plots to better understand the system.

IV. RESULTS

A. Parameter Sweeps
We first swept parameters against values we were trying

to optimize to get an idea of what our system was doing as
web-launching conditions varied. These show the relationship
between Spiderman’s web-slinging target’s x- and y- positions
for an optimized value of a third parameter. It is to be noted
that most swings found using the equilibrium method are not
feasible for a real-life Spiderman because they involve multiple
cycles about the pendulum center.

Fig. 1. Spiderman’s final velocity over several different slinging positions
starting with a forward velocity of 20 m/s. In this case, we can see that most
reasonable web positions will allow Spiderman to maintain a forward velocity.

Fig. 2. Spiderman’s height change after an example swing. The ideal
equilibrium areas are shown by height changes very close to zero. It can
be seen that these ideal regions are directly out of phase with the dark red
ideal regions of the forward velocity graph.

Fig. 3. Spiderman’s final potential difference upon exiting a swing starting
with an initial velocity of 10m/s forward and 3m/s to the side. We can see
similar examples of narrow ideal bands of potential difference to previous
examples, with a chaotic region that is non-physical.

Fig. 4. Spiderman’s final forward upon exiting a swing starting with an initial
velocity of 10m/s forward and 3m/s to the side. We can see that it is possible
for him to retain his initial forward velocity upon exit, but it may come at the
cost of potential energy.

B. Representative Swings

We then captured a few representative swings and plotted
the interplay between Spiderman’s kinetic energy, gravitational
potential energy, and spring potential energy over the course
of a swing. We used these to examine Spiderman’s motion
and reassure ourselves that his swing seemed logical. The
difference between initial spring energy and final spring energy
equals the drop in kinetic energy, demonstrating that our end
condition for the swing is working.
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Fig. 5. Spiderman’s final potential energy upon exiting a swing starting with
an initial velocity of 10m/s forward and 6m/s to the side.

Fig. 6. Spiderman’s final velocity upon exiting a swing starting with an initial
velocity of 10m/s forward and 6m/s to the side.

Fig. 7. Energies over time for a single swing, made at a condition very close
to an optimal potential change band with release on the first bounce.

V. DISCUSSION

A. What do these mean?

The phase plot show a mixture of gradual changes and sharp
region boundaries. These regions are actually the result of the
number of ”bounces” in his web that Spiderman makes before
his energy lowers to an equilibrium state. In the upper right
corner of each phase plot is the one-bounce area, the physical
case that we are concerned with. In this case, Spiderman
accelerates using the energy from his web, flies through the
air, and then decelerates to equilibrium energy. This is shown
in Figures 7,8, 10, and 11.

Fig. 8. Zoomed in view of Spiderman’s gravitational potential energy over
time for the same swing as 7, it can clearly be seen that Spiderman is able to
make this transition without losing any considerable amount of height, making
this relatively sustainable from an energy perspective.

Equilibrium.png

Fig. 9. Energy over time when Spiderman bounces three times before
reaching an appropriate energy level to continue swinging. It should be
noted that the natural harmonic modes of our system come at odd-numbers
oscillations.

Fig. 10. Energy over time for initial velocity vector of (-3,-2,10), which is
slightly outwards and down. Spiderman is able to achieve the same kind of
motion for very different initial conditions, validating our phase plot findings.

The next band down actually involves Spiderman making 3
bounces in his web before he returns to equilibrium energy.
This case is shown in more detail in Figure 9, but because
this case involves Spiderman moving through walls we are
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Fig. 11. Energy over time for initial velocity vector of (-6,0,10), which is
flat and outwards. Further validating the previous findings and showing that
Spiderman is capable of reaching sustainable motion regardless of starting
conditions.

not concerned with it. Further bands involve more bounces
and we are likewise not concerned with them.

B. Is it Possible?
The short answer is yes, but only in some cases. The phase

plots reveal that given almost any initial velocity, Spiderman
can choose a number of places to shoot his web that will allow
him to leave his swing moving the same speed he entered
without losing height. He can also chose many places to shoot
his web that will allow him to continue moving forward with
the same forward velocity as he had before entering the swing.
Unfortunately, none of those points overlap, despite his choice
of initial condition. As his initial sideways velocity increases,
the two bands of ideal locations approach each other, but don’t
ever overlap.

This tells us that over time, the amplitude of Spiderman’s
oscillation must necessarily increase. This action is unsustain-
able, but workable if he only has to make a few swings before
he takes a corner in a street or finds another element, such as
a crane, to swing from.

C. How is it Possible?
In the two general modes of optimization for Spidermans’

travel are the ones in which he manages to increase his forward
velocity as much as possible, as shown in figures 6, 8, and 11,
and the ones in which he manages to keep his energy constant
between multiple swings, as shown by the bands near zero in
figures 7, 9, and 10. It should be noted in all of these examples
that the lines of maximization are out of phase with each other,
and that Spiderman’s contours of maximum speed are far from
his lines of zero potential loss.

In order to ensure that Spiderman can continue on in his path
towards his final destination he would have to make a decision
ultimately between increasing his kinetic energy in the short
term, and timing his swings to coincide with he maximum

velocity gains, or time his web slings to preserve his overall
energy, getting him to a far away location more rapidly.

Ultimately, the ideal strategy for web slinging would lie
somewhere between the two ideal bands of web-slinging strate-
gies, with a significant bias towards the energy equilibrium
band, who’s strength depended on the distance he had to travel.
Sadly, the amount of offset in the two bands means that there
is still ultimately a maximum distance which Spiderman can
travel, assuming that he is travelling in a straight line, though
he could potentially increase this distance were he slinging
himself around corners.

D. Quirks
It’s interesting to note that our simulation’s Spiderman faces

a few problems that the Spiderman of the movies does not.
Our simulation consistently simulates a spiderman that spends
most of his time in free-fall, with his web hanging slack.
Because any spider web that would hold Spiderman has a
fairly high spring constant, his webs pull him in incredibly
quickly unless he travels at nonphysical velocities. This means
that Spiderman’s long, pendulum-like swings are impossible to
achieve using a real-world spiderweb.

Additionally, this quick acceleration means that Spiderman
has to experience G forces up to about 41 g’s, a scenario
that would definitely kill him. By lowering the amount of
pretensioning in the system, he can work in much more
realistic scenarios, but the fact remains that Spiderman has
to take much more acceleration than is shown in the movies.
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